REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL
PARKING PERMIT MATERIALS - DECEMBER 2018

1) Commercial Hangtags:
   a. The sample in Attachment 3 shows a designation of “2C”. Will all the hangtags
      print with this designation? If no, how many different designations will there be?
      3; 1C, 2C and 3C. This applies for M and E permits, too.

2) Commercial Validation Stickers:
   a. The sample in Attachment 3 is showing the instruction and barcode for the
      sticker. Will that information be printed on the front with the validation sticker
      or on the back? The instructions are currently printed on the disposable
      protective film that covers the adhesive.
   b. How are these stickers furnished to you, as singles or in a strip? They come in
      singles, but strips are fine.
   c. What is the overall size of the sticker, including the barcode and instruction
      information, if applicable? 1.25” x 3.25”
   d. What is the individual size of just the validation sticker? 1.25” x 1.25”

3) How many unique tint colors will the validations stickers have? I’m not sure how many
   colors are actually in there, but we don’t have a specific expectation for hues. I’m sure
   these were just provided to us without much thought put into it. We have a different
   sticker for each month, and each sticker has a unique number.

4) Will the Evening Commercial Permits and Residential Decal Permits be ordered at the
    same time or at different times? Possibly both; currently resident decals are ordered 6-8
    weeks before the next district renewal cycle begins and Evening Commercial Decals are
    ordered on an as needs-basis.

5) Evening Commercial:
   a. The sample in Attachment 3 is showing a designation of “1E”. Will all the decals
      print with that designation? If no, how many different designations will there be?
      See answer to question 1.a
   b. Will each month for the same year have a different unique color? No

6) I’m wondering if we might be able to receive physical samples of each item for review.
    We do not send physical samples

7) Are you able to advise the previous bid tabulations? There are no results yet to share